Preparing for an air tightness test

Finding the correct solution for our clientd needs. Above all we like a challenge!
Stuart King Architecture & Design Ltd is based in
Fife with an office in Rosyth. We were established in
2008, after 14 years working for timber engineering
companies, private architectural practices and both
local and national housing developers.
We have worked on many different projects ranging
from nursing homes, nurseries, pubs and clubs,
large scale housing developments, one off dwelling
houses, extensions, conservatories and garage
conversions.
We are committed to working with all clients and no
job is too big or too small.

We specialise in building compliance
& sustainability by providing the folllowing services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approved Certifier of Design (Section 6)
SAP and SBEM calculations for new build
residential and commercial
U-value calculations, compensatory calculations
Energy efficiency advice
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC’s)
Air Tightness Testing
Thermal Bridging Calculations and Modelling

For a Complete Solution

Contact Us...
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Why Air Tightness

Testing?

Airtight buildings will generally be more comfortable for
occupants and also be more energy efficient. Testing for
air tightness is also an integral part of compliance with
building regulations (section 6), as well as the Energy
Saving Trust’s best practice standards.

What is Air
Tightness?

Air tightness should be addressed at both the design
and construction stages to be effective. Following the
guidance in this report will help to prepare for an Air
Tightness test and significantly reduce air leakage in new
dwellings.

Air tightness, air leakage or air
permeability all refer to the
infiltration of cold/hot air into
the building and/or the loss of
heated/cooled air from inside
through gaps, cracks, holes, etc in
the building fabric.

this ‘conditioned air’ through
‘uncontrolled ventilation’ affects
the energy consumption of the
building, as additional energy
will be required to re-heat or recool the air. It also impacts on
the comfort levels of the building
occupiers.
Air tightness testing is a quick,
non-invasive and cost-effective
to

assess

•

a link has been established between carbon
emissions and global warming

•

the production of energy emits carbon

•

The loss or cooling/heating of

technique

Air Tightness Testing is important because:

energy

performance of building and
plays a significant role in the
energy efficiency of buildings.
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the built environment contributes about 50%
of carbon emissions

•

heated/conditioned air leaking from buildings
requires the use of additional energy to maintain temperatures

The government has made commitments to reduce
carbon emissions through the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) and the Kyoto
Agreement and by limiting the leakage of heated/
conditioned air from buildings; it is possible to reduce
energy consumption and costs.
Part L is their method for addressing the conservation
of fuel and power in buildings based on their overall
‘Emission Rate’ and as such places performance requirements on air tightness. Performance is proven
through site testing of the completed building.
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Is Air
Tightness
Testing
Mandatory?
Yes! All new builds need
to demonstrate a minimum level of air permeability (10m³/(h.m²)) and in
the majority of cases this
is done through an onsite, pre-completion test.

This is not an onerous requirement in itself but the
design air permeability for
a particular building may
need to be lower to achieve
the overall carbon emission
rate for the building and/or
client specification.

on future units, rather
than completed units
of the same type having to undergo costly
and disruptive remedial work.

Approved Document L encourages the testing of units
as early in the construction
process as possible to allow any problem identified
under test to be addressed

Designed

Ventilation

While the main focus of this guide is
preparation for an air tightness test, and
all designed fans & vents are temporarily
sealed during the test, ventilation must not
be overlooked.
It is generally acknowledged that moisture
is the most significant source of pollution
within a dwelling, resulting in condensation
and possible mould growth.
To prevent moisture spreading around the
home, some form of local extraction will be
required (fans in the bathroom and kitchen/
utility area), with the overall objective being
to keep relative humidity levels below 70
per cent for most of the time.

The type of extractor fan required
to adequately ventilate a building is
determined by the design air permeability.
Generally, buildings that achieved ratings
of 5 and above will use standard extract
fans where as buildings achieving 3 and
below may require continuos running fans.
The ventilation rates required to provide
effective moisture control are higher than
those needed simply to provide oxygen
for occupants to breathe. A typical
ventilation strategy, therefore, involves the
rapid removal of moisture at its point of
production and the provision of controllable
background ventilation, often by trickle
ventilators.
As a first step to providing effective,
controllable and energy efficient ventilation,
air leakage must be minimised.
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Air Leakage
A building’s design and the quality of its construction will
have a major effect on the amount of air leakage. Other
factors include wind against the side of the dwelling and
the buoyancy effect (warm air rises and creates a drawing effect, pulling air in through gaps in the ground floor
and walls).
Cold outside air may be drawn into the home through
gaps in the walls, ground floor and ceiling (infiltration),
resulting in cold draughts. In some cases, infiltration can
cool the surfaces of elements in the structure, leading to
condensation.
Warm air leaking out through gaps in the dwelling’s
envelope (exfiltration) is a major cause of heat loss and,
consequently, wasted energy.

Disadvantages of
draughty dwellings
•

CO2 emissions

– A leaky dwelling will result in higher emissions.

•

Space heating

– The additional heat loss will mean that a correctly
sized heating system may not be able to meet the
demand temperature.

•

Comfort

– Draughts and localised cold spots can cause
discomfort. In extreme cases, excessive infiltration
may make rooms uncomfortably cold during cooler
periods. Leaky dwellings may also give rise to complaints from occupants.

•

Risk of deterioration

– Excessive air leakage can allow damp air to penetrate the building fabric, degrading the structure
and reducing the effectiveness of the insulation.
– Air leakage paths often lead to dust marks on carpets and wall coverings that look unsightly.
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Common
Problem Areas
Leakage into ceiling voids and
the roof space
Air can leak past a poorly fitting loft hatch
from the unheated roof void. Warm moist
air from the house may then condense on
cold surfaces in the unheated loft and lead
to condensation problems.
Light fittings and gaps around them can
offer a path into the roof void and also into
the void between the ceiling and the next
floor. Air can intrude indirectly from this void
through gaps in the external walls (such
as those around joists that penetrate the
air barrier) and through unfinished mortar
joints.
Service pipes, flues and cables
that penetrate the air barrier
Gaps in the air barrier are common around
water pipes, gas pipes, boiler flues and
electric cables that pass through external
walls, although they are generally hidden
from view behind kitchen cupboards, bath
panels, sink pedestals, toilet basins and
vanity units.
Cold draughts from these areas will be an
unpleasant indicator of inadequate sealing.
Draughts in bathrooms/shower rooms are
particularly uncomfortable for occupants.
Waste stacks should be capped or sealed
within the roof space to avoid an exchange
of air. Waste stacks should also be sealed
to the floor behind bathroom bulk heads
and kitchen units aswell as any other penetrations.
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Understanding
Air Leakage Paths
To avoid air leakage in new dwellings it is necessary
to know where leaks might occur. The illustrations
below shows the most common air leakage paths.
Many of the paths shown below were found in the
dwellings investigated in the Energy Efficiency
Partnership for Homes study. Here, they are
examined in more detail.

Most Common Air Leakage Paths:
1. Underfloor ventilator grilles.

9. Service penetrations through ceilings.

2. Gaps in and around suspended timber floors.

10. Vents and waste stacks penetrating the ceiling/roof.

3. Leaky windows or doors.

11. Bathroom wall vent or extract fan.

4. Pathways through floor/ceiling voids into cavity
walls and then to/from the outside.

12. Gaps around water and waste pipes.

5. Gaps around windows.

14. Gaps around kitchen waste pipes.

6. Gaps at the ceiling-to-wall joint at the eaves.

13. Boiler Flues.

7. Open chimneys.

15. Gaps around floor-to-wall joints (particularly
with timber frame).

8. Gaps around loft hatches.

16. Gaps in and around
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Preparing
for the test...
The calculated ‘envelope’ area (the sum of
floor area, wall areas and ceiling area of the
heated space) is the key factor for initial test
preparation. This calculation is required to
establish the necessary fan selection and
configuration. This envelope should be
calculated or verified by SKA&D (before the
test date), from client supplied drawings –
floor plans AND elevations. The accuracy of
the envelope area has a significant impact
on the final air permeability result.
SKA&D may also need to identify the
potential aperture(s) into which test

Building
Preparation
Check List...
Below is a simple checklist for building preparation, which includes the following:

•
•
•
•

The building should be ‘completed’
All external doors and windows closed
All internal doors wedged open
All fire dampers, ventilation louvres and
trickle vents closed and sealed (taped)

•

Mechanical ventilation turned off with inlet/
outlet grilles sealed (taped)

•
•

All combustion appliances switched off
Drainage traps must contain water

equipment is to be installed, in some
circumstances this may require additional

The building preparation will ideally be under-

time on site, extra people or bespoke

taken by SKA&D.

templates to be made.
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Equipment
Setup & Test
Procedure...
Once SKA&D have confirmed the ‘envelope’ calculations we can then select a

•
•

Prepare site – including temporary sealing.

•

Take environmental condition measurement

Explain the process to relevant staff and

sub-contractors working on or near the building.

suitably sized fan for the property to be

such as wind speed, temperatures, barometric

tested. On a typical test, we will erect a

pressures.

frame within an external doorway of the

•
•

Connect monitoring equipment to fan.

•

Take multiple pressure difference readings

building. This frame will then be covered
with an air tight ‘door cloth’ which we then
insert our fan of choice into.
When in operation, the fan will draw air
from within the building, depressurizing
the property to the desired pressures.
The objective is to measure the volume
of conditioned air escaping through the
building envelope via uncontrolled ventilation at an induced pressure difference
of atleast 50Pa.
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SKA&D will follow typical
procedures, as detailed below:

Check the static pressure (these are pres-

sures being imposed on the building by wind)
and record fan flow rate(s) – allowing sufficient
time for the pressure readings to stabilise.

•

Process the readings through appropriate

software and ensure that the readings fulfil the
requirements of the standard.

•

If the building fails, attempt to identify/quantify

air leakage/infiltration paths.
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How long
does the air
tightness
test take?
The duration of testing depends on:
The size/complexity of the building
which affects the pre-test checks,
equipment installation and test time.
The amount of preparation that needs
to take place.
The access to the site which affects
set up times.

How is air
tightness
calculated?
Air permeability is essentially a function of the pressure difference between the inside and outside of the building and air
flow rate through the fan(s) to produce that pressure difference. This is averaged out over the envelope area.
The result takes account of environmental conditions such as
barometric pressure, air temperature and wind speeds.
The final air permeability at 50Pa is based on a logarithmic
graph of pressure difference and flow rate, the graph should:

•

Have at least 10 points of testing

•

The highest figure should be at least 50Pa (a figure of

30Pa is acceptable but will recorded as a deviations from

Assuming the second two factors are

standard testing procedures.

within reasonable limits the first factor

•

tends to mean a test time of between 1
and 2 hours.

The lowest figure should be at least 10Pa or 5 times

the ‘static pressure’ (the pressure difference between inside and outside without the fans) – which in itself MUST
be less than 5Pa to limit uncertainty
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•

The readings should be no more than 10Pa apart

•

The correlation of the graph should be at least 98%

•

The gradient of the graph (n) should 1 > n > 0.5
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What
happens if
the building
fails?

give an hour onsite where any problems can be amended and we carry out
a second test on the same day.
There are a number of methods we
employ, of increasing complexity, while

•

Thermographically – if it is still

not apparent where air is escaping, infra-red cameras can be used to identify
hot spots and cold spots on the internal
and external surfaces of the building.

detecting leakages:

In the vast majority of cases the first

•

Smoke pencils – smoke can be
used to identify where air is moving

the most significant air leakage paths.

help you identify the probable air

when the building is being tested.

ly sealed and the test repeated to quan-

leakage/infiltration paths.

•

At SKA&D, we will endeavour to

Our general approach would be to do an
initial test; if the property fails, we then

two methods are sufficient to identify
These can be temporarily or permanenttify the effect of addressing these areas.

Smoke testing – if the air paths

In cases where problems are larger and/

are less direct it may be necessary to fill
the property with smoke and pressurise

or cannot be addressed within the allo-

the building.

need to be re-tested at a later date.

cated time on the day, the building may

What happens when the
building passes?
An indicative result is available immediately.
Certificates & Reports are typically
generated and posted out within 2
working days. For rush jobs, copies
of these reports and certificate can
be emailed on the same day.

Stuart King Managing Director
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The test certificate will include sufficient information to describe the
building tested e.g. location, type
and size (the envelope area is an
important component in calculating

the air permeability and must be
accurate) plus the design air permeability as well as the actual result.
The certificate will refer to BINDT
registration and membership of the
Air Tightness Testing & Measurement Association (ATTMA). This can
be cross-referenced via their respective websites e.g. www.attma.org.
SKA&D will also produce a full test
report that meets the requirements
of ATTMA Technical Standard L1.
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